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ABSTRACT 

A relativistic theory of orbits is developed based on the Minkowski force 

equation, a classical limit ofECE theory. For all planar orbits the relativistic Coriolis 

acceleration vanishes, so the relativistic force law includes only the relativistic centripetal 

acceleration. The Lorentz factor is expressed in terms ofthe angle theta of the plane polar 

coordinates, allowing animations to be developed of the relativistic motion of objects in 

planar orbits of all kinds. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent papers of this series { 1 - 10} the theory of planar orbits has been 

developed in terms of Cartan geometry, upon which ECE theory is based as is well known. 

The usual approach to the theory of orbits is based { 11} on classical dynamics, with 

adjustments from Einsteinian general relativity. In the solar system these adjustments are very 

small, but in objects such as whirlpool galaxies the orbits of stars around the centre of the 

galaxy obey neither Newtonian nor Einsteinian dynamics. In preceding papers it has been 

shown that the basics of whirlpool galaxies can be explained very simply with non relativistic 

kinematics in a plane. This reasoning results in the inference that the stars move outward 

from the centre, move on a hyperbolic spiral trajectory, and reach a constant velocity at 

infinite distance r from the centre, as observed experimentally. In Section 2 we begin the 

exploration of an entirely new approach to relativistic orbits based on the Minkowski force 

equation { 11}. This is a course that relativity theory could have taken in 1905, but it followed 

Einstein's use of Riemann geometry, a subject that became known as general relativity. 

Unfortunately Einstein's mathematics are now known { 1 - 10} and widely accepted { 12} to 

be riddled with errors, notably the omission of torsion, so all inferences based on Einsteinian 

general relativity are meaningless. This fact has actually been known for almost a hundred 

years and the flaws in the Einstein field equation were discovered by Schwarzschild barely a 

month after Einstein's publication of perihelion precession theory in 1915 { 1 - 1 0}. It is now 

widely accepted that general relativity is unscientific dogma. Obviously, it fails completely to 

describe the universe, because it fails completely to describe whirlpool galaxies. 

The Minkowski force equation is the Newton force equation with the proper time 

'"(. replacing the time in the laboratory frame t. The equation was inferred by Minkowski 

shortly after Einstein's introduction of the idea of relativistic momentum. In Section 2 it is 
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shown that the Lorentz factor enters into the force equation via the proper time and this fact 

changes the force law needed to keep an object of mass m in orbit. The theory of Section 2 is 

developed with kinematics and so is a perfectly general theory. It can be reduced to 

Newtonian dynamics but never reduces to Einsteinian general relativity (EGR). This is now a 

requirement, because EGR is incorrect mathematically { 1 - 10}. Newtonian dynamics is 

correct mathematically, but is conceptually lacking as is well known, for example Newtonian 

dynamics do not give the Corio lis force { 11} and does not develop the centripetal and 

centrifugal forces self consistently. The reason for this is that Newtonian dynamics uses a 

static frame of reference, but a rotating frame of reference is needed for the Corio lis and 

centripetal forces and also for the orbital velocity { 1 - 11 } . In Section 2 it is shown that the 

space part of the Minkowski four-force { 11} produces new and unexpected orbital properties 

that can be tested experimentally. These properties are graphed and animated in Section 3. 

2. THE RELATIVISTIC FORCE LAW AND RELATIVISTIC ORBITS OF THE 

MINKOWSKI EQUATION. 

Consider the relativistic velocity in plane polar coordinates: 

where r( is the proper time and ~ 

~ -
th(e Lorentz fa~orj: _ t/;). ( ~ 

\-'-' -d. -. 
. c 

where c is the assumed constant speed of light in a vacuum. The relativistic acceleration is: 

~~(~~)--~) 
Using the Leibnitz Theorem: 
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The velocity v appearing in the Lorentz factor is defined by the infinitesimal line 

element: 

where: 

Therefore: 

and the Lorentz factor is: 

In plane polar coordinates: 

Therefore: 

In plane polar coordinates { 1 - 11 } : 

- \ Q 
-( -
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therefore the non- relativistic velocity is { 1- 10}: 

....{ -:.. J.. (< ll \ -=- ~ ~ • + { ~~ f 
~ J} -() Jt , ~ 

u Q + cvf fl n - 9-f .R. + w )(... ~ 
:. --( -o » _, 
~ Jt ( L:_ )(~ ~e - ~0< J~{ 

where the unit vectors of the plane polar coordinate system are: 

e -=. (OJ e l ~ S ( ~ 0 ~ -( u -
~ I} ~ - s i" e i -1- c OJ ~ i 

as discussed in immediately preceding papers of this series on www.aias.us. 

The non relativistic total angular momentum is a constant of motion: 

where the non relativistic angular velocity is: 

For a particle of mass min orbit, its relativistic momentum is: 

- -(n) 

giving the Einstein energy equation: 
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) _(do) in which )' ~(., [ -

is the total energy, and 
) _(d) 

lo ~c 

is the rest energy. 

The relativistic total angular momentum is: 

l =-

and is the constant of motion L 
0 

multiplied by the Lorentz factor '{ 

It is obvious that the concept of the Minkowski force equation uses acceleration, so 

this type of relativity can be used to describe the force law of orbits in a much more 

straightforward way than EGR, which did not consider plane polar coordinates. When 

Einstein was asked how he would incorporate angular motions into EGR he reply that he did 

not know. In fact his own energy equation is easily derived from plane polar coordinates as 

follows. Consider~ i~ci=i~ l(ffi;e\~ (:/ );;d \;elo~it ;=) (~-\J 
'(hL t;l_~) lci'L j ~ L-j 

- '\)) J - ((~~). +- ( )(~)~ - £ ~ -~ . ~ ( J.>) 
- D vr. c.. J -c J.-t ~ ";} 

fA -..fr.-0 c...-

So: 

which is the Einstein energy equation, Q.E.D. Note that the relativistic linear momentum in 
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Eq. (~)is: 

} 

f 

The quantities appearing in this definition can be expressed in plane polar coordinates as 

follows: 

~ ---
. 

and + C..> y._(w x (). 

- (d~) 

The relativistic acceleration contains more terms than the non relativistic acceleration. 

Using the chain rule { 11 } : 

~"{ ~ ~~ 
__:.-.---- ----
Lt 4_" 

where v is the velocity of the Lorentz factor defined by Eq. ( \ 0 ). Therefore: 

-- ~(:P) 
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In static Cartesian coordinates on the other hand: 

~ ~ A_("~\~ 10_ ~ * "\~J_j~ - (3~\ 
A-( td ) tlj- JF . .tt\af . ) 

So: 0. {-J:;y~\ ~ ~~Y ~ + 'lJ[5:_ \ e -(3~ 
-~ '") JI t(J: J}} j-i" ) 

and 

in which: 

and therefore: 

Using Eq. ( 3g ) in Eq. ( S\ ): 



which is the expression for relativistic acceleration in plane polar coordinates. 

It can be proven as follows that the relativistic Coriolis acceleration vanishes for 

all planar orbits. The general expression { 1 - 11} for the relativistic Corio lis acceleration is: 

"' 1Co<'o0~ :j(' _L ~ -t- d-!:_. ~ !-- -(~~ 
- \_1 Y) )_~ tl t J:t kt ~ -t 6 

in which the total relativistic angular momentum is: 

l ::. ¥\... ( ";) JJJ . 
0 I1 

It follows that: 

so: 

e =-· o -e -

Q.E.D. 

Therefore the relativistic acceleration for all planar orbits is 

..-
-o_ \( \,_ ~J <" ~ ( -\- '{) ~ X. (r::_ X 0 -\- d.__ 't 

~ ") J.,.'t 
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The relativistic centripetal component of this orbit is: 

:. 

In Eq. ( \-4- ): 
)4. ~~ cl ') \ _(cti) 

~~ b cl "{ J..-J '-1 J,__ --J - ~ - --- -- - AtJ -- 0...-J d ~ JX c') vtr 
cl~ (..../ -(~tl) 
therefore the acceleration becomes: 

"i ~ k (J.._-:J ' 'i '-+ !"1 r ~(" L~ w< ~8 e. +- -------- ~ C\ - ____---:: -<" - ') 1 J Jt J1 
~) ~ ( G 

in which the relativistic total angular momentum is defined as: 

-
The relativistic force law is therefore the mass m multiplied by the relativistic acceleration: 

-( -· 
The term in e can be developed as: -e 

CJ -r--. ( -
to arrive at: 

-

w )'-' --

w< e -e 

It would be very useful to transform this equation into a format from which it is 

possible for the relativistic force can be calculated from any observable planar orbit. 
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This transformation can be deduced following the method developed { 1 -1 0} in . 
previous work for the non relativistic acceleration: 

+- ~ )<. c~ )<.~). 
- ( SJ.) 

This equation is transformed using the chain rules: 

and 

Therefore: 

-(55) ~ - (• L (_L - J.B ( 
dE 

and J~ (~)~ -(~) ~ - ( -- ---) - ~ < ~ & 

where in the non relativistic theory: 

- ----
'(';..._ () 

so: 

Similarly for any function f: 



-
If: 

then: 

_L(~ 
JS & 

~~ ~(-' 
""< J d)} < 

so: 

Note carefully that Eq. ( b~ ) is valid for ANY planar orbit, and that it includes the centripetal 

acceleration. The latter is the same for any planar orbit { 1 - 1 0}, and the Corio lis acceleration 

is zero for any planar orbit. 

Eq. ('~ ) is the required equation that gives the non relativistic force for any 

planar orbit: 

- -
Q.E.D. 

The relativistic counterpart ofEq. cS~) is: 

R_ ( + ~~ ;_?(" 
-:l at at~ 

G 

--



where: 

(..) -r-. (".-= (;._){' .R... -(.a,) - - -e 

and in which the relativistic angu\_lar mom:tuml: =- ) V\o.. <) (.;! =- '{ ""- () !!J _ ( tl) 
~ 0 0 & 

must be used for self consistency. Therefore from Eq. ( 'l ): 

so: 

Similarly Eq. ( S'\) becomes: 

<ti ~ i-!!-0- L :li_-h~ 
Ji cW & 6~< d)] 

soEq.( (,))becomes: ") ( L ~) ~"l ~ \ _h) 
~ ~ - '~""-<-) ~ <) - (--n) 

Using Eq. (\ \ ) in Eq. ( b S ): 4- ) 

(( 'Vl~J~J (\)L\_1 ~ 1-Lk~w'.ee 
a._ -;. - l-- - - I-- ~ --;) ~ &") 
- < ") < ").(?. (. 

""' L8 . ~ 
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This is the required equation that gives the relativistic force produced by any planar orbit: 

Q.E.D. 

For the purposes of graphics and animation in Section 3 of this paper it is 

convenient to express the Lorentz factor in terms of the angle e . In order to achieve this 

aim consider the non relativistic velocity of the Lorentz factor in plane polar coordinates 

- R. 
---< 

-\-- w( e --e -{ts) 

As in preceding papers 

For an elliptical orbit: 

so: 

~(~_se-1fi(~)~< 
~ _ 7: ( \ +-f-Cos$) -h1

) 

~,~--e - (~~) 

- (·~) 

and the non re:vistic ~elocrs~; l u \ -\-- fC oS ej ~ O J, f-S i ~ $ ~ ~ 

Therefore: -(~~ 

which is the required expression for v of the Lorentz factor in terms of e , Q.E.D. Such a 
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procedure can be repeated for any planar orbit in which the dependence of r on e is known. 

The non relativistic velocity v can be expressed in terms of ~ and ("" using Eqs. 

( l$ ), ( l~ ) and the non relativistic total angular momentum: 

- ~( 1~. 
JJ-

For any planar orbit: 

- ~(~)~( -(~v J ( \ R._ 
~ w\ - -e -

' 
so: 

( \ ~ \ J ( t (~)) J) -{ ~>) J. '} J 

" - w ( 

which is the required expression, Q. E. D. For the elliptical orbit for example: 

Cos8~ 7(~-) -(~) 
so using Eqs. ( V ) and ( ~'-t): :1 

-.J d. - {" 4-} ( \ -\- E- J ~ d(4- -t\) -(~s) 
J_J 

the non relativistic orbital linear velocity of the elliptical orbit is: 

-
and this is used in the Lorentz factor. In the case of a circular orbit: 

0 
) 

and the familiar result is obtained that for a circular orbit in non relativistic theory: 
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In summary the relativistic force for any planar orbit is defined by: 

-1/~ 

and in which the relativistic total angular momentum is: 

Some force laws of various orbits are discussed in Section 3. 

For the purposes of animation (Section 3) the analytical expressions for the time 

evolution is needed for an orbiting object of mass m. In the non relativistic theory of orbits 

the time evolution is calculated { 1 - 11} from the total angular momentum: 

Therefore: -

In general the planar orbit is: i (e) -(q0 ( -

Therefore: 1 J{e) JE -(qs) 
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\_, J G 

For the elliptical orbit: 

1 (e)~ 
and for the hyperbolic spiral 

Using the chain rule: 

it is found that: 

For the hyperbolic spiral ( "\ ~ ): 

~ ( '/j-
\ ---

therefore: / \__ 

\ - ~ ~:' 
The relativistic equivalent ofEq. ( '\~ ) is: 

where 



and 

from which it is found that: 

as observed experimentally in the well known velocity curve ofthe whirlpool galaxy. 

Therefore the Lorentz factor is: 

\-

Using the chain rules: 

-



and 

---
it is found that: 

~( 0 

In the frame of the proper time r-( , r is proportional to )' 't . The proper time 

is the time measured in the frame in which the particle is at rest. The observer or laboratory 

time t is the time in the frame with respect to which the particle of mass m is moving. By 

definition of the Lorentz transform: 

"{- --K 
so 

and 

""' ( 0 

and in the relativistic theory of the hyperbolic spiral orbit there is no longer a simple 

where: 



and 

This equation reduces to Eq. ( \ b J) in the non relativistic limit v <<c. 

In order to animate the motion of a mass m along a hyperbolic spiral trajectory it is 

convenient to transform coordinates. Starting from: 

~ (f) ~ ( ( t) ~ (" - ( \ ~) 
express the unit vector as: 

~(tJ = (lt)((•s~i_ + s·~B f). 
- (\)J) 

so: 

For the hyperbolic spiral: '-=- -(. (e, - ( D4-) 

so: 

g -o_ - (. ( ', 
- ( \ "J. s) 

~(\) ~<(XJ(cos(-~)i T 5i~--(-~)i) 
~ (l~) ( (os (~)i_- S'h(~)i) 

- ( \d~J 
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The circular functions have the well known property: 

- \ ~ (or & { \ - (lt,l) 
( Si ~ G ~ \ } - ( \J :>) 

-1 ' ) . 

so as 

- (1>3) 

f :;> b - (10 
t-..., 6 

in Eqs. (10) and (11): 

and as _ (us) 

then: 
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and the particle moves outward along the spiral from the centre of the galaxy . . 
To animate the relativistic motion of a mass_m along the hyperbolic spiral use the 

relativistic Eq. ( \\8 ) in Eq. ( rdt ). 
The animation of the motion of a mass m along the elliptical orbit is a non trivial 

problem analytically but can be coded with the following method. In this case the non 

--
and as is well known { 11 } this equation cannot be inverted analytically to find e as a 

( ( ej - ~ ' - ( llt) 
\ -\- f. (oS 8 

where: 

Therefore: 

X J_ (os e / - J._ s.·.._ e -( \4-0 
_:_:::------

\-\- (-(o58 
\-\- f-toS $ 

and plot the points (X, Y) as a function of e (see note 238(12)). The points (X, Y) can be 

plotted as a function oft as required for an animation by using Eq. ( \;)~)to transform e 
into t. For example: 
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) - C~) 
-t\ 

_ f-Si..._GI 

\ t f (oS Gr 

This method gives the correct speed and obeys the three Kepler laws automatically. 

For the precessing ellipse or conical section the non relativistic theory gives: 

-- ( \W+) 

and: 

f- d._s c·~e ___________ ____, 

\ -1-- f(os(xe) 

so: 

and plot (X, Y) as a function of time t. It is known from previous work { 1 - 10} that fractal 

conical sections emerge when xis increased, and the animation of this type of orbit will give 

very interesting results in mathematics and astronomy. 

The relativistic theory of the conical section orbits gives: 

-
in which the Lorentz factor is: 

with velocity defined by: 
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" - Lo l, . .e - L (l-J~( - ( \\"1) 
.------ (-e dJ:J < 

'{h 

From Eq. ( \4-1 ): ( "01h 
) 

t11J - (\S~ 
~r( 

\ - '-J """~ - ---=) 
(., Lo 

and integrating gives: 

For the conical sections .Eq. ( ~ 0 ) gives the velocity of the Lorentz factor as a function of e . 
as: 

so: 

J 

r( - YhrL -\._u 

which must be integrated numerically. The animation proceeds by using Eq. ( \SJ) and 

calculating '"(for each S . For example: / - ( l ~· 
"T' ~ ""' 1 Q 

1 

\ _ ( lo j")(\ +- ~) + :l ~ (oJ ~~ \ "l(~)J 
\., \ - / 1 1-\-- f (osd 

Lo ) 
0 

V\-. ~c 

Repeat fort , t , ..... , t and animate (X, Y) as a function oft. 

Finally the relativistic theory of the precessing conical sections proceeds with 
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J ( ) d"J. JJJ 
~J_ \-'-' :> 

r-( ~ ---- ~ ( t t f-{os(x8)J 
Lo G 

and: 

\j - 0 - dJi ( 
--~-- J 

where: 

rJ1J < i 

J.- v \-\- f(o.S )( . 

'-..1 - --
fr..J, 

3. DISCUSSION OF GRAPHICAL RESULTS AND ANIMATIONS 

Section by Horst Eckardt and Robert Cheshire. 
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